


GRANITE ED  At the apex of optical and mechanical 
design is Granite ED, Celestron’s award-winning roof prism 
binoculars featuring Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) glass for  
edge-to-edge sharpness and color correctness.  

10X70 #71450
16X70 #71452
20X70 #71454

8X25 #71328
10X25 #71329
8X32 #71330

10X32 #71331
8X42 #71332
10X42 #71333

8X56 #71334
10X56 #71335
12X56 #71336

TRAILSEEKER  For unrivaled outdoor performance, 
trust TrailSeeker to deliver crisp views, impressive close 
focus, and other high-end features packed into a lightweight 
and durable magnesium frame.

NATURE DX  Hailed as the best-in-class under $200  
by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Nature DX offers the 
best of all worlds at an amazing value: an ideal first optic for 
adventurous beginners.   

7X33 #71378
9X33 #71380
8X42 #71370

10X42 #71370
10X50 #71374
12X50 #71376

ECHELON  Assembled in the USA from Japanese 
optical components, Echelon binoculars with large 70 mm 
objective lenses provide the ultimate viewing experience in 
dim lighting conditions. 

8X32 #71400
10X32 #71402

8X42 #71404
10X42 #71406

CAVALRY  Our rugged Cavalry line is engineered for 
endurance. Cavalry’s tough rubber armor shields it from 
the elements, and some models even include integrated 
accessories like a compass, reticle and GPS.

OCEANA  Chart the course for your next adventure 
with Oceana, our high-performance binocular that 
effortlessly travels from sea odyssey to land excursion. 

7X30 #71420
7X50 GPS  #71422

10X50  #71424
15X70  #71426

7X50 MARINE     #71189-A
7X50 MILITARY   #71189-B



8X56 #72022
9X63 #72023
12X60 #71007

15X70 #71009
25X70 #71008
20X80 #71018

25X100       #71017
20-100x70  #71012
20-125x80  #71020

SKYMASTER  Explore the night sky with our bestselling 
SkyMaster series.  These affordable large-aperture binoculars 
meet the special demands of astronomical and long-distance 
terrestrial viewing.

SKYMASTER PRO  Celestron’s latest large-aperture 
binocular includes new features built with the amateur 
astronomer in mind. Attach any two 1.25” eyepiece filters to 
enhance views of the Moon and other celestial objects. Add 
a red-dot finderscope to the integrated rail to help locate 
objects at long distances or in the night sky.

LANDSCOUT Celestron’s LandScout porro prism 
binoculars are fully loaded with advanced features not found 
on competitive products at the same price point. They’re  
designed to meet the needs of every outdoor enthusiast, 
from birders and hunters to sports fans and travelers.  

CYPRESS  Great for all ages, the Cypress line packs 
quality optics into a small form factor. Cypress porro and 
reverse porro binoculars are an excellent choice when you 
need to keep size to a minimum.  

8X25 #71350
10X25 #71351

7X30 #71352
10X50  #71373

7X35 #71360
8X40 #71361 

10X50 #71362
12X50  #71363

15X70 #72030
20X80 #72031

OUTLAND X  Embark on your next odyssey with Outland 
X. This versatile, mid-size binocular offers multi-coated optics 
for bright views and features a waterproof housing.

8X25 #71340
10X25 #71341
8X42 #71346

8X42 GREEN #71344
10X42  #71347
10X42 GREEN #71345

COMETRON  Optimized for astronomical viewing, 
Cometron showcases comets, stars, the Moon, and more 
with its wide field of view.    

7X50 #71198
12X70 #71199



8X21 #71230-Roof
10X25 #71232-Roof
16X32 #71234-Roof

7X35 #71250-Porro
8X40 #71252-Porro
10X50 # 71256-Porro

20X50    #71258-Porro
7-21x40   #71254-Porro
10-30x50  #71260-Porro

UPCLOSE G2 10X25   #71213
OCEANA 8X42           #71212
OUTLAND X 6X30     #71211

CAVALRY 8X42  #71215
NATURE 10X25  #71210

MONOCULARS  Get high-quality views in a pocket-sized package with a 
Celestron monocular. From the waterproof Oceana to the rugged Cavalry with 
integrated compass and reticle to the ultra-compact UpClose G2, there’s a 
Celestron monocular to fit any application.

UPCLOSE G2  For grab-and-go binoculars, UpClose G2 is the 
perfect pair to keep stashed in your car or backpack for sporting events, 
concerts, casual hiking, and more.   

REGAL M2  Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) glass meets our proprietary XLT  
fully multi-coated optics for bright images with true color, virtually free of chromatic 
aberration. Set the zoom eyepiece in the perfect viewing position using the 360° 
rotating tripod mount with detents. Then, rapidly bring subjects into focus with the 
dual-focus mechanism. A stay-on carrying case provides  protection, even when 
your Regal M2 is mounted on a tripod.

REGAL M2  LER SPOTTING SCOPE KIT
The bestselling Regal M2 80ED spotting scope comes bundled with our new Long Eye 
Relief (LER) eyepiece. The 80 mm objective lens combines with 27x magnification and 
32 mm of eye relief for our most comfortable viewing experience. Plus, the bonus stay-on 
carrying case lets you mount and use your Regal M2 on a tripod while still in the case for 
an extra layer of security.

16-48X65  #52304
20-60X80  #52305

22-67X100  #52306

 
27X80  #52312

Tripod not included



UPCLOSE  Available in 50 and 60 mm sizes, UpClose 
spotting scopes are well suited to nature or wildlife 
observation. UpClose spotting scopes are waterproof and 
include both a soft case and an aluminum case and tabletop 
tripod, so you can take them anywhere. 

15-45X50 - 45° #52222
20-60X50  #52228

20-60X60 - 45°  #52223
20-60X60  #52229

LANDSCOUT  This spotting scope is ready for 
any adventure! You’ll be able to quickly set it up and use 
the 10-30x or 12-36x zoom to get close to the action. 
LandScout combines bright, sharp views with an entry-
level price tag. Tabletop tripod included.

ULTIMA  Designed to perform well in a range of viewing 
situations, the Ultima spotting scope is a great all-around optical 
instrument. The rubber-armored, waterproof design, and included 
soft carrying case protect Ultima from the elements for worry-free 
use in any conditions. Available in a range of sizes with both angled 
and straight designs.

50 mm  #52320
60 mm  #52322

65 - 45°      #52248
65 straight  #52249

80 - 45°          #52250
80 - straight   #52254

100 - 45°        #52252
100 - straight  #52257

MINI MAK  It doesn’t get much more portable than these grab-and-go 
spotting scopes. A great first optic that’s easy for beginners to use, our Mini 
Maks also work well on the shooting range. They include a tabletop tripod and 
carrying case, so you can pack them up for easy transport.

C5 AND C90 MAK  The Schmidt-Cassegrain and Maksutov-Cassegrain 
optical designs of these popular spotting scopes mean you get lots of light gathering 
ability in a compact package. Plus, you can add any standard 1.25” astronomical 
eyepiece for high magnification views. Both spotting scopes fit easily in a pack,  
and can even do double duty as telescopes for nighttime viewing!

C50 #52233
C70 #52238

C5 #52291
C90 #52268



CAMOUFLAGE BACKPACK Carry everything you need in one tough, functional 
pack with the Celestron Camouflage Backpack. Keep organized with six zippered accessory 
pockets and velcro straps inside the main compartment. Additional gear can attach to the 
pack’s exterior; PALS-compatible webbing accepts external pouches and other gear to 
conserve space inside. Padded shoulder straps provide extra cushioning while waist and 
chest straps customize the fit and take weight off your shoulders.

iPhone 4/4S  #81040
iPhone 5/5S  #81041  
Samsung Galaxy S4    #81042  

REGAL TRIPOD  #82050

CAMOUFLAGE BACKPACK    #52325 

REGAL TRIPOD Anchor your sport optics with this heavy-duty aluminum tripod with 
a smooth and easy-to-use fluid pan head.  With four leg sections, three leg angles and an 
adjustable center column, it’s easy to set the tripod in a variety of configurations. The quick 
release plate doubles as a balance rail, allowing you to find the perfect center of gravity. 
With all these features and more, this is the perfect tripod for avid optic users.

TRAILSEEKER TRIPOD A lightweight yet stable platform for optics and cameras, 
TrailSeeker tripod features a two-way fluid pan head for smooth, fast spotting and tracking with a 
large range of motion and single-tension pan and tilt adjustment. Flip-lever leg locks, multiple leg 
angles, rubber feet, padded leg wraps, and a retractable balance hook make it adaptable for 
all types of terrain and weather conditions. The quick-release plate helps you set up and break 
down in seconds, and it all neatly folds up into the included carrying case.

SMARTPHONE ADAPTERS With the Celestron Smartphone Adapter, you’ll 
never have to choose between carrying a camera or a spotting scope again. Just slightly 
larger than your smartphone itself, this adapter won’t add weight or bulk to your gear. Take 
the Celestron Smartphone Adapter on your next adventure and come back with vivid photos 
and video of your discoveries!

TRAILSEEKER TRIPOD  #82050



SPOTTING SCOPE CASE This rugged spotting scope case 
is water resistant in the event of an unexpected downpour and padded 
to protect the optics. Zippered openings at each end and on the bottom 
of the case allow you to attach your scope to a tripod and view through 
it while the case is attached.   The case also includes convenient nylon 
handles and a removable shoulder strap for easy transport.

65 mm Angled  #82100
65 mm Straight   #82101  
80 mm Angled     #82102  

80 mm Straight   #82103  
100 mm Angled    #82104  
100 mm Straight  #82105  

BINOCULAR HARNESS STRAP Our comfortable, 
fully adjustable binocular harness alleviates neck strain by 
distributing the weight of your optics over your shoulders and 
upper back, allowing for hours of comfortable viewing. When 
you’re done for the day or moving to the next scouting area, 
quick-release clips detach your binoculars with ease.

BINOCULAR HARNESS STRAP #93577

WIDE ANGLE EYEPIECE This fixed-magnification 
eyepiece with Celestron’s XLT optical coatings is a great 
addition to select Celestron spotting scopes. The wide field 
of view helps you bring subjects into the field of view quickly 
and follow them as they move.

LONG EYE RELIEF EYEPIECE If you participate in 
shooting sports, you’ll appreciate this eyepiece’s generous 32 mm 
of eye relief. View through the eyepiece without sacrificing your 
shooting position or removing protective eyewear. This eyepiece 
features a wide field of view and XLT optical coatings for enhanced 
brightness. Compatible with select spotting scope models.

ZOOM EYEPIECE This eyepiece’s wide field of view at lower 
magnifications helps you bring subjects into view quickly and track 
them.  When you want to see more detail or bring subjects in close, 
zoom in for more magnification. Fully multi-coated optics increase 
light transmission through the optical path and deliver crisp, high 
contrast images with outstanding resolution.

WIDE ANGLE EYEPIECE #82001 LONG EYE RELIEF EYEPIECE #82002 ZOOM EYEPIECE #82003

TRIPOD ADAPTER This adapter allows you to mount 
your porro or roof prism binocular to a tripod for added stability 
and convenience.

BINOCULAR TRIPOD ADAPTER  #93524
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